
 

 
  
 

Searching for Eternal Values in Painting Among Unsettled Hearts in Taiwan – 
An interview with Taiwanese Contemporary Artist, J.C. Kuo 

 
 

By Chi – wen Tu 
 
 After the strong visual impact and enthusiastic responded "Totem and 
Taboo: Solo Exhibition by J.C. Kuo" at Taipei Fine Arts Museum in 2008, J.C. 
Kuo’s solo exhibition "2008 Before & After - Floating" in 2009 will be an 
expansion of the special features from his previous artwork, and act as a 
response to the world nowadays. Also, Kuo played a little trick with the  title of 
the exhibition by separating the words "Float and Move (Lt. Fu Dong)" in 
attempt to present the state of people’s hearts and the society in a clearer form. 
"To me, 'Float (Lt. Fu)' represents the unsettled hearts of people during this 
financial crisis and economic recession; 'Move (Lt. Dong)' reflects the 
dictatorship caused by nation leaders’ power and individualism that creates a 
state of political turbulence." Among the turmoil, Kuo tries to express his 
compassion for the world with Taiwan as his standpoint.  
 
 Taiwan is a cultural Fusion of components from Chinese culture, aboriginal 
culture, Japanese colonial culture and American culture , and demonstrates a 
diversity of cultural riches as well as liveliness. Being born and raised in Taiwan, 
J.C. Kuo has utilized the  continuous  cultural energy in Taiwan and transformed it 
into Kuo-style painting vocabulary. From the use of Far Eastern printed fabric 
and 3D crests in his early days to the latest references citing from Eight Generals, 
portraits of Lohans and image of Confucius and Mencius, Kuo creates social 
images that shows a sense of familiarity with innovativeness through his expert 
manipulation of exciting cultural elements stated above. "Because the Taiwanese 
culture is multi-faceted, one must take good time in exploring its elements to 
fully understand them." For this reason, when Kuo was young, he has engaged in 
a long-term field observation concerning Taiwanese traditional culture , which 
cultivated a sharp research and observation ability that allows him to sort 
through chaotic assortments of elements in Taiwanese culture and find rich 
materials for creating magnificent work.  
 
 To J.C. Kuo, elements in living that can be found at every step in his life are 



 

 
his treasure cove for creations. In addition, his long-term observation of Taiwan 
and the world pulse has aided him in maintaining continuous  creative energy 
source as well as gained ability of innovation, and instills abundant humanity 
and philosophical content into his work. Therefore, Kuo, using a style similar to 
American Pop Art, juxtaposes the different faces of the Taiwanese society from 
multiple angles using components such as brand names for clothing to mock the 
consumer-centric culture of capitalism, as well as stickers from childhood, or 
colorful jewelry with plain external appearance but being an important export 
product for Taiwan. Seeking the creative elements in Taiwanese culture, Kuo 
utilizes these common objects to create unique Taiwan-only sceneries. "It is my 
belief that one must use new elements and expresses them bravely and strongly 
in order to have breakthroughs on creation." While talking about the  use of 
creative elements, Kuo demonstrated his firm attitude, which comes from a 
creative spirit that’s not afraid of trying and innovating.  
 
 Kuo’s spirit is quite obvious in this solo exhibition "2008Before & After - 
Floating. "In addition of making use of jewelry, stickers and printed fabrics, Kuo 
reflects the anxiety and the lack of orderliness in personal movements in the 
"Floating and Moving" society nowadays. In "Totem and Taboo–Float and 
Move" in 2007, the violent action shown by the character’s bodies in the painting 
is contrasted by the  limping balloons , which portrays the floating and moving – 
anxious and helpless collective mentality in Taiwanese society. In his latest large 
piece "Watch out! It’s Dangerous" in 2009, women with thick make up wearing 
flashy clothing strut themselves around being coquettish, as if they were in a 
carnival. However, take a closely look and one can see the stage isn’t any regular 
stage but a loose, shaky and quite dangerous  steel wire . This demonstrates that 
under the flamboyant appearances, the women have hearts that lost ability to 
make sound judgment and fosters actions of blind following. J.C. Kuo presents a 
lively observation and consideration for the floating and moving hearts boiling 
with apprehension of a stunning and shocking visual tension. Another piece uses 
steel wires as its theme, "Rope Walker", places Chinese Scenery as the 
background and the woman in the painting walks on the steel wire dangerously, 
which reflects the global over-focus on the condition and scenarios in China and 
expresses the brooding and feeling of everyone in Taiwan. "Information 
Collector" is Kuo’s powerful criticism for Taiwanese media phenomenon of 
information flooding and wasting of resources. Newspaper on canvas 
overwhelms the viewer without giving clear and accurate world view, but 
provides shocks and doubts. This piece also serves as the artist’s meditation of 



 

 
what he knows. In "Her Life", Kuo utilizes stickers to represent the co-existence 
of multiple time frames. The mature, confident and charming look of the 
protagonist is collocated with beautiful and lustrous fabric and the artist 
brilliantly depicts the glittering beauty of women in young ages with glamour. In 
recent years, J.C. Kuo has been trying to use the floating imagery and wavering 
visual effect of "balloons" and "rope" to respond to the floating and moving 
hearts of people based on his own "Floating Aesthetics". As people changes 
constantly but seeks stability, Kuo still maintains his goal of using paintings to 
express his care for the society.  
 

For some artists, creation is the product of wild imagination or the roaming 
of inspiration. However, to J.C. Kuo, "creation comes from the solid stimulation 
of the society and the response to it; it is the product of logical thinking." Kuo 
keeps on reflecting, debating and pondering constantly, and studies Taiwan with 
a sensitive and keen observation. At the same time, he tracks and puzzles this 
world by watching movies and paying attention to international media. Among 
the transitions of abstract thoughts and visual symbols, Kuo tries to find the 
consistency among creations and the eternal value of the work. The value is 
reflected by the ability of the artist conversing with the society and the content as 
well as the structure of the work. As the first generation of contemporary 
Taiwanese artist, J.C. Kuo stands where he is and leaves a Kuo-style footnote for 
Taiwanese art and in extension, Taiwanese social culture. As for the Taiwanese 
artistic development, this moment represents eternality.  
 


